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D I S T R I B U TO R L I N E C A R D

ABB drives
North American product offering
ABB is a world leader in automation technologies, with an extensive
portfolio of drives, softstarters and programmable logic controllers.
From micro and machinery drives for machine building to industrial
drives for processing lines, we have the optimum products for a broad
range of requirements.

MICRO DRIVES
Product / Offering

Benefits and features

Suggested applications

ACS55
0.25 to 3 hp
(0.18 to 2.2 kW)

Easy to set up and commission, the design focus of the
ACS55 is on easy integration into machines, with
flexible mounting alternatives.

Pumps, fans, conveyors,
automated gate control, solar
trackers, exercise equipment,
whirlpools, and food &
beverage machinery

ACS150
0.5 to 5 hp
(0.37 to 4.0 kW)

Available for both single- and three-phase supplies, the
ACS150 includes many functions as standard, including
PID control and a built-in brake chopper and EMC filter.

Conveyors, mixers, material
handling machinery, fans,
pumps, automated gate
control and printing machines

ACS255
0.37 to 15 kW
(0.5 to 20 hp)

Compact and available with flexible mounting options
without the need for accessory mounting kits. These
drives are ideal for panel builders and OEM’s needing a
micro drive with low cost, flexible mounting options,
and rapid parameter setup.

Pumps and fans, material
handling machines, automated
gate control, conveyors,
mixers, processing lines

Product / Offering

Benefits and features

Suggested applications

ACS355
0.5 to 30 hp
(0.37 to 22 kW)

Designed for the fastest installation, parameter setting
and commissioning, these drives are also highly
compact and cost-effective. They have been developed
to meet the production and performance needs of
system integrators, OEMs and panel builders, as well as
the requirements of end users in a broad range of
applications.

Conveyors, material handling
machinery, exercise
equipment, compressors,
extruders, mixers, centrifuges
and processing lines

ACS380
0.37 to 10 hp
(0.25 to 7.5 kW)

A preconfigured drive variant for fast installation and
commissioning, featuring an integrated, icon-based
user interface for faster usability and adaptive
programming for fine-tuning the application. The drive
is designed to be used in applications requiring
accurate speed and torque control.

Mixers, centrifuges, conveyors,
cranes and other constanttorque applications in machine
building

ACS880-M04

This flexible and high performance drive is designed for
machine builders requiring adaptable performance for
their machine. It can control almost any kind of motor in
a closed or open loop for torque, speed or position
control.

Winders, mixers, cranes,
sorting conveyors

MACHINERY DRIVES

GENERAL PURPOSE DRIVES
Product / Offering

Benefits and features

Suggested applications

ACS310
0.5 to 30 hp
(0.37 to 22 kW)

A drive dedicated to optimizing variable-torque
applications, like booster pumps and centrifugal fans.
Designed with a powerful set of features, this drive
helps you save on operating costs, increase energy
efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions.

Booster pumps, irrigation
systems, level control and
centrifugal fans

ACS550
1 to 550 hp
(0.75 to 355 kW))

Ideal for variable- and constant-torque applications,
this drive is plug-and-play right from the start. It is a
great choice when you need a unit that is simple to
install, commission and use, and where customizing or
special product engineering is not required.

Pumps, fans, conveyors,
material handling machinery,
compressors, extruders,
mixers and centrifuges

ACS580
0.75 to 250 hp
(0.75 to 250 kW)

Designed for both variable and constant torque
applications. Most essential features are built-in as
standard, simplifying drive selection, and making
additional hardware unnecessary. Straightforward
settings menu and assistants enable fast set-up,
commissioning, use and maintenance.

Pumps, fans, compressors,
conveyors, mixers

Product / Offering

Benefits and features

Suggested applications

ACS880
0.75 to 7500 hp
(0.55 to 5600 kW)

ACS880 industrial drives are designed to tackle any
motor-driven applications, in any industry, in a wide
power and voltage range. They represent the highest
standard of drive design in terms of motor control,
functional safety, programmability, robustness,
flexibility and other features.
These drives are compatible with virtually all of your
processes, automation systems, users and business
requirements. The ACS880 range includes complete
drives as well as modules that can be built into
customer enclosures, and it offers many variants from
standard, six-pulse drives to regenerative and ultra-low
harmonic versions.

High-performance
applications, kilns, winders,
extruders, pumps, fans,
blowers, mixers, rolling mills,
hoists, cranes, electrolysis,
drilling and propulsion

DCS800
20 to 20000A
(13.6 to 24500hp)

Tough industrial applications require equally tough
products. These DC drives give you the day-to-day
reliability and performance you expect with the
flexibility to meet your unique process requirements.
The DCS800-A cabinet drive has options to comply with
customer's safety regulations (e.g. STO/E-STOP).

Kilns, winders, extruders,
pumps, fans, blowers, mixers,
rolling mills, hoists, cranes,
battery chargers,
electromagnets, electrolysis,
drilling and propulsion

Product / Offering

Benefits and features

Suggested applications

ACS2000
300 to 3000 hp
(250-3200 kW)

Versatile medium voltage AC drives that suit a wide
variety of industrial applications. Highly flexible,
allowing you to configure the drives to meet your
specific process needs, while reliable motor control
ensures high productivity, availability, and efficiency.

Pumps, fans, conveyors,
compressors, test stands,
mills, mine hoists, extruders,
mixers and blowers

INDUSTRIAL DRIVES

MEDIUM VOLTAGE DRIVES

INDUSTRY SPECIFIC DRIVES
Product / Offering

Benefits and features

Suggested applications

ACS320
1.2 to 50.8 A

Customized for HVAC OEMs, this drive family has a
powerful set of built-in features to benefit fan and
pump applications. Set-up and control is intuitive and
simple, allowing easy integration with building
automation systems through embedded
communication languages, such as BACnet.

Pumps and fans, booster
pump systems, fan arrays,
supply and return fans

ACH580
1 to 350 hp
(0.75 to 250 kW)

Designed specifically for the HVAC market, this drive
achieves the ultimate in flexible motor control
performance. All major building automation protocols,
including BTL-listed BACnet are built-in as standard.

Supply, return, extract and
exhaust fans, booster and
circulation pumps, air handling
units, cooling towers,
condensers and compressors

Designed for the water and wastewater industry, this
drive contains customized start-up assistants, preprogrammed water-specific application macros, and
various enclosure options making it the ideal drive for
your water related applications.

Pumps, irrigation systems

ACH550
1 to 550 hp
(0.75 to 355 kW)

ACQ580
1 to 350 hp
(0.75 to 250 kW)

ACQ550
1 to 550 hp
(0.75 to 355 kW)

CONTROL PANELS
Product / Offering

Benefits and features

CP600

The CP600 HMI control panels offer a wide range of features and functionality for
maximum operability. ABB control panels are distinguished by their robustness and
easy usability, providing all the relevant information from production plants and
machines at a single touch.

CP600 Pro

The CP600-Pro provides comprehensive HMI functions with multi-touch operation for a
wide range of applications. Real glass fronts and an increased operating temperature
range of -4...+140 °F (-20…+60 °C) make them a first choice -- even for harsh
environments.

CP600
Sanitary
Design

The CP635-FB and CP635-FW control panels are especially designed for reliable
operation in harsh environments. These panels are made with a stainless steel frame
and front protection class IP69K designed to withstand harsh cleaning procedures with
high-pressure hot water jets directed at the equipment in different angles according to
the relevant hygienic standards.

SOFTSTARTERS
Product / Offering

Benefits and features

PSR

Simple yet reliable starting solution that utilizes only the most basic of soft starting
features: soft start and stop. It performs well in applications requiring many starts per
hour and is perfect for installations where you need to save space.

PSE

The perfect compromise between size and functionality. With torque control, it is the
perfect option for smaller sized pump applications. Set-up is fast and easy with an
illuminated, language-neutral display. Reduce energy losses with built-in bypass

PSTX

The most advanced softstarter built by ABB. Multiple different start and stop ramps.
Includes a built-in bypass for energy saving and fast installation. Detachable IP66/4X
outdoor keypad makes controlling the drive easy and convenient.

Please note: This is ABB’s complete North American offering and some
products might not be available from your local distributor.
Contact ABB for more information.
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